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The present invention relates, generally, to a con 
stantly effective closure apparatus particularly adapted 
for use with containers. 
More particularly, this invention pertains to a unitary 

unusually ef?cient substantially inde?nitely effective 
closure apparatus particularly adapted for use with con 
tainers, such as bottles, and the like, said closure ap 
paratus comprising a sealing assembly, integrally struc 
turally operatively associated therewith, that is so con 
structed and arranged as to present an unusually efficient 
seal with a container over a substantially inde?nite period 
of time, irrespective of the number of operational cycles, 
that is, the number of times the closure apparatus has 
been removed from operative association with a con- * 
tainer, enabling the discharge of the contents thereof, and 
replaced in operative association therewith to preclude in 
advertent and premature discharge of the remainder of 
the aforesaid contents. 

It has heretofore been suggested that a closure de 
vice be so constructed and arranged as to be thread-ably 
structurally operatively associated with a container. 
Closure devices as are presently available are fabricated 
of such materials as metel, as well as those plastics 
known to the trade as thermosetting or hard plastics; i.e., 
phenolformaldehyde, urea formaldehyde, and the like. 
Thus, once the liquid commodity is disposed within a 
container, a closure device is then threadably applied 
thereto to preclude inadvertent, undesirable and prema 
ture discharge therefrom, particularly during transporta 
tion and storage. 

It is desirable that such a closure effectively seal and 
maintain the liquid contents of the container therewithin. 
This desideratum is of particular signi?cance when it 
is realized that the contents thereof will be vibrated, agi 
tated, and the like, especially during transportation. An 
other desideratum is that the seal presented by the closure 
device should be particularly effective, since substantially 
all liquids are, at least to some extent, volatile. In ad 
dition, the closure device should of course be so con 
structed and arranged as to enable its removal from and 
replacement upon the container with facility. In this 
latter connection, the closure device should be capable 
of withstanding ‘a number of cycles of operation, that is, 
removal from and replacement upon the container, in the 
absence of any deleterious effect on its operational effi 
ciency. 
To this end, it has th-eretofore ‘been suggested that a 

liner, fabricated of a relatively soft material, be struc 
turally operatively associated with the closure device. 
This liner, which is particularly adapted to be disposed 
between the aforesaid device ‘and the mouth of the con 
tainer, as the former is threadably applied to the latter, 
effects the required seal hereinbefore discussed. Thus, 
as torque is applied to the closure device, a compressive 
force is applied to the liner, enabling it to effect a seal 
at least with the mouth of the container. At the same 
time, the liner is ?xedly positioned between and with 
respect to the closure device and the mouth of the con 
tainer, precluding movement of the liner, and, in turn, 
leakage therepast. 

Such liners as are presently available introduce certain 
inherent disadvantages. Thus, substantially irrespective 
of the material employed in fabricating the liner, the 
same is subject to deformation as a compressive force 
is applied thereto. However, it ‘has been found that 
presently available liners are incapable of deforming in 
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such a manner as to correspond with any and all of the 
irregularities that may be present at the mouth of the 
container. This is particularly manifested when it is 
realized that the degree of deformation the liner is ca 
pable of is proportionate to the compressibility factor of 
the material from which it is fabricated. To compen 
sate for this phenomena, the inherent tendency is to ap 
ply excessive force in threadably applying the closure 
device to the container mouth. This results in a con 
dition known as “hard lock” that deleteriously effects the 
ability of the consumer to remove the closure from the 
container with facility. Additionally, it has been found 
that such liners as are presently available tend to stick 
to the mouth of the containers, or are incapable of effect 
ing the proper seal. 
With the advent of polyethylene, an attempt has been 

made to fabricate a unitary closure device, comprising an 
integral liner or sealing assembly, as opposed to invok 
ing the use of hard plastics and a separable liner, as dis 
cussed hereinbefore. In this instance, the closure device 
itself presents a portion capable of performing a sealing 
function, since the closure is generally completely fabri 
cated of a material possessing the required softness. 
Nevertheless, the torque required to cause the sealing 
assembly to create an effective seal with the mouth of 
a container when the closure device is threadably applied 
thereto distorts the skirt of the closure, causing the lat 
ter to ?are outwardly about the lower peripheral edge 
thereof. Accordingly, the threads disposed interiorly of 
the closure device will “jump” the corresponding threads 
disposed exteriorly of the container. It will be extremely 
difficult therefore to completely “run home” the closure 
device upon the container mouth, with the result that 
the seal to be effected therebetween will be anything but 
efficient. Moreover, polyethylene presents a particularly 
low coefficient of friction when operatively associated 
with glass, especially if the glass is moist. It can be 
seen, therefore, that a unitary closure device fabricated of 
this material as is presently available introduces numerous 
disadvantages. 

Accordingly having in mind each and every one 
of the foregoing disadvantages, and others that will be 
readily apparent to those skilled in the art, it is a primary 
object of the present invention to provide a unitary un 
usually e?'lcient substantially indefinitely effective closure 
apparatus comprising a sealing assembly, integrally struc- 
turally operatively associated therewith, that is so con‘ 
structed and arranged as to present an unusually efficient 
seal with a container over a substantially inde?nite period 
of time, irrespective of the number of operational cycles, 
that is, the number of times the closure apparatus has 
been removed from operative association with a con 
tainer, enabling the discharge of the contents thereof, and 
replaced in operative association therewith to preclude 
inadvertent and premature discharge of the remainder 
of the aforesaid contents. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a unitary 

unusually efficient substantially inde?nitely effective 
closure apparatus particularly adapted for use with con 
tainers, such as bottles, and the like, said closure ap 
paratus comprising a sealing assembly integrally struc 
turally operatively associated therewith that is so con 
structed and arranged as to present a plurality of sealing 
surfaces particularly adapted to be sequentially disposed 
in sealing mutual cooperative engagement with a cor 
responding plurality of sealing surfaces presented by said 
container, enabling said sealing ‘assembly to present an 
unusually ef?cient seal with a container over a sub 
stantially inde?nite period of time, irrespective of the 
number of operational cycles, that is, the number of 
times the closure apparatus has been removed from oper 
ative association with a container, enabling the discharge 
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‘of the contents thereof, and replaced in operative as 
sociation therewith to preclude inadvertent and prema_ 
ture discharge of the remainder of the aforesaid contents. 
Yet another primary object of the present invention 

is to provide a closure apparatus particularly adapted for 
use with containers, such as bottles, and the like, said 
closure apparatus being fabricated of any suitable thermo 
plastic material such as polypropylene, having the requi 
site characteristics, among others, of heat resistance, and 
?exibility, and comprising a sealing assembly integrally 
structurally operatively associated therewith that is so 
constructed and arranged as to present a plurality of seal 
ing surfaces particularly adapted to be sequentially dis 
posed in sealing mutual cooperative engagement with a 
corresponding plurality of sealing surfaces presented by 
said container, enabling said sealing assembly to present 
an unusually e?icient seal with a container over a sub 
stantially inde?nite period of time, irrespective of the 
number of operational cycles, that is, the number of times 
the closure apparatus has been removed from operative 
association with a container, enabling the discharge 
of the contents thereof, and replaced in operative as 
sociation therewith to preclude inadvertent and prema 
ture discharge of the remainder of the aforesaid con 
tents. 

Furthermore, a primary object of this invention is to 
provide a closure apparatus particularly adapted for use 
with containers, such as bottles, and the like, said closure 
apparatus being fabricated of any suitable thermoplastic 
material, such as polypropylene, having the requisite 
characteristics among others, of heat resistance and 
?exibility, and comprising a sealing assembly integrally 
structurally operatively associated therewith that is so 
constructed and arranged as to present a plurality of 
sealing surfaces particularly adapted to be sequentially 
disposed in sealing mutual cooperative engagement with 
a corresponding plurality of sealing surfaces presented 
by said container, enabling said sealing assembly to pre 
sent an unusually ef?cient seal with a container over a 
substantially inde?nite period of time, irrespective of the 
number of operational cycles, that is, the number of 
times the closure apparatus has been removed from 
operative association with a container, enabling the dis 
charge of the contents, thereof, and replaced in operative 
association therewith to preclude inadvertent and prema 
ture discharge of the remainder of the aforesaid contents, 
enabling the presentation of a closure apparatus that is 
economical of fabrication, and offers decorative possi 
bilities not heretofore possible, while at the same time 
further enabling the presentation of such an apparatus 
that is reliable and operable with extreme facility. 

Other objects and important features of the invention 
will be apparent from a study of the speci?cation follow 
ing taken with the drawings, which together show, il 
lustrate, describe and disclose a preferred embodiment 
or modification of the invention and what is new con 
sidered to be the best mode of practicing the principles 
thereof. Other embodiments or modi?cations may be 
suggested to those having the bene?t of the teachings 
herein, and such other embodiments or modi?cations 
are intended to be reserved especially as they fall within 
the scope and spirit of the subjoined claims. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is an exploded cross-sectional view of the 

closure apparatus constructed in accordance with the 
principles of the present invention, illustrating an ex 
emplary container with which said apparatus is par 
ticularly adapted to be structurally operatively associated; 
FIGURE 2 is a partial detailed cross-sectional view 

of the closure‘ apparatus and container illustrated in FIG 
URE 1, but showing the position of the former with re 
spect to the latter after only one step in the closing 
sequence of steps ‘has been completed; ' 
FIGURE 3 is a view similar to FIGURE 2, but show 

ing the position of the closure apparatus with respect‘ 
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4 
to the container after substantially all of the steps in the 
closing sequence thereof have been completed; 
FIGURE 4 is a view similar to FIGURE 3, but il 

lustrating another embodiment of a closure apparatus 
constructed in accordance with the‘ present invention; 
FIGURE 5 is a cross-sectional view of yet another 

embodiment of the present invention; and 
FIGURE 6 is a view similar to FIGURES 2, 3 and 4, 

but showing still another embodiment of the present 
invention. 

With reference now to the drawing, and particularly 
FIGURE 1 thereof, there is illustrated therein a closure 
apparatus, constructed in accordance with the principles 
of the present invention, and generally designated by the 
reference character 10, said closure apparatus being par 
ticularly adapted to be structurally operatively associated 
with a container 12. At the outset it will be understood 
that the closure apparatus 10 is particularly adapted for 
use with many types of containers, the construction, con 
?guration and arrangement of which may be Widely 
varied, and, accordingly, the container 12 illustrated in 
the drawing is intended by way of example only, and 
not by way of limitation. 
The container 12 may be fabricated of any suitable 

material, such as glass, and the like, and may be of any 
suitable construction that de?nes a neck 12 having a 
generally planar upper end 16. The upper end 16 is 
rounded at each of its interior and exterior diametral lo 
cations so as to present a plurality of sealing surfaces 
18 and 20. The surface 18, which is generally interiorly 
disposed (as opposed to the surface 20, which is generally 
exteriorly disposed) de?nes the periphery of a mouth 22 
that provides ingress to and egress from the container, 
for purposes that are considered readily apparent. The 
neck 14 is so constructed and arranged as to present a 
generally exteriorly disposed threaded portion 23 for a 
purpose that is also considered readily apparent, and 
will more fully be described hereinafter. 
The closure device, apparatus or cap 10 may be fab 

ricated of any suitable material that possesses the requi 
site characteristics, among others, of heat resistance and 
?exibility, while, at the same time, possessing the 
characteristic of being resilient, enabling the device to 
effect an ef?cient seal when disposed in a firm abutting 
mutually cooperative engageable relationship with respect 
to an object, such as the container 12. For example, it 
has been found that polypropylene possesses these 
requisite characteristics, and will enable a closure appa 
ratus constructed in accordance with the principles of the 
present invention, such as the closure apparatus 10, to 
unusually ef?ciently perform each and every one of its in 
tended functions, as will hereinafter be described. 
The closure device 10 comprises a skirt 24 of generally 

annular con?guration de?ning a lower and an upper end 
26 and 28, respectively. The skirt is further de?ned by a 
generally interiorly disposed wall 30, and a generally ex 
teriorly disposed wall 32, the former of which is so con 
structed and arranged as to present a threaded portion 
34 that is particularly adapted to be rotatably mutually 
cooperatively engagable with the threaded portion 23 of 
vthe neck 14 of the container 12, enabling the closure de 
vice or cap to be threadably “run home” with respect 
thereto, and disposed or positioned in a positively sealed 
closed relationship therewith. 
The closure device 10‘ comprises further a generally 

horizontally disposed radially inwardly extending mem 
brane 36 that is integrally structurally operatively as 
sociated with the skirt 24. at the wall 30. The mem 
brane 36 is particularly adapted to be strengthened at the 
location of connection to the skirt 24, and, to- this end, 
a ledge 38 is integrally structurally operatively associ 
ated with the skirt, .and with the membrane, and in ad 
dition is disposed in underlying relationship with re 
spect to the latter. 

Still further, the cap 10 comprises a generally cen 
trally disposed roof or ceiling 40 that is substantially 
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horizonally aligned with the membrane 36. The ceil 
ing may be of greater transverse dimensional extent 
or thickness than the membrane, and is particularly 
adapted to be integrally structurally operatively associ 
ated therewith by means of a plurality of inclined mem 
branes 42 and 44 that extend therebetween. The mem 
branes 42 and 44 are disposed in acute angular relation 
ship with respect to one another, as de?ned by the short 
est arc extending therebetween. In addition, the mem 
branes 42 and 44 are disposed in obtuse angular relation 
ship with respect to the membrane 36 and the ceiling 40, 
respectively, so that it may be said the inclined mem 
branes are generally downwardly inclined in a direction 
towards one another. 
With continued reference to FIGURE v1, and with 

reference now to FIGURES 2 and 3, and assuming it is 
desired to dispose the cap 10 in threaded structural 
operative association with the container 12 at the neck 
14, the cap is disposed thereupon to enable initial engage 
ment of the threaded portion 34 with the threaded portion 
23. The cap is now rotatably moved in that one of a 
plurality of directions that will tend to run the cap 
home upon the neck. After only a portion of the total 
travel of the cap vhas been completed, the inclined mem 
brane 42 will be initially disposed in abutting mutual 
cooperative engagement with the sealing surface 18 of the 
neck 14 of the container 12, as particularly illustrated 
in FIGURE 2. A ?rst seal is thus created by the cap 
with respect to the container 12, at the upper end 16 
of the neck 14 thereof. 
The continued application of torque to the cap 10, 

that is, continued rotatable movement of the cap in the 
aforesaid one direction, results in the introduction of a 
force applied to the inclined membrane 42 by the seal 
ing surface 18. The membrane will therefore tend to 
?ex in a direction generally perpendicularly with respect 
thereto. However, the position of the membrane 36 
relative to the skirt 24, and the longitudinal dimensional 
extent of this membrane relative to the same dimension 
of the membrane 42, will produce a resultant conjoint 
translation of both of these membranes in a generally 
vertically upwardly disposed direction. In addition, this 
continued application of torque to the cap will dispose 
the sealing surface 20 in an abutting mutually cooper 
atively engageable relationship with the membrane 36. 
Accordingly, these two membranes, namely, the mem 
brane 36 and 4-2, will de?ne a generally triangularly con 
?gured completely annularly extending groove or recess 
46. Moreover, another or second seal will be introduced 
or created between the cap 10 and the container 12, at the 
upper end 16 of the neck 14 thereof. 

It is considered readily apparent that the sealing sur 
face 18 will contact the membrane 42 before the termina 
tion of the travel of the cap in the aforesaid one direc 
tion. This is similarly true with respect to the contact 
made between the sealing surface 20 and the membrane 
36. Accordingly, when the travel of the cap is com 
pleted, each of the sealing surfaces 18 and 20 will be 
disposed in a ?rm abutting mutually cooperatively en 
gagable relationship with the membranes 42 and 36, re 
spectively, enabling the presentation of an unusually 
efficient seal between the cap 10 and the container 12 
to preclude any inadvertent, undesirable and premature 
discharge of its contents therefrom. This is particularly 
true since, as opposed to invoking the use of the ?at or 
planar generally horizontally disposed surface de?ned by 
the upper end 16 of the neck 14, there is sequentially 
effected a ?rst seal with the inner radius thereof, and 
another or second seal with the outer radius thereof. 
The efficiency of this seal, which may, in effect, be con 
sidered as double seal, is further enhanced by its ability 
to function in the manner aforesaid substantially irrespec 
tive of variations in manufacturing tolerances of different 
containers, particularly at the upper end 16 of the neck 
14. Thus, the only difference resulting from variations 
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5 
in the diametral dimensional extents of the walls of the 
neck 14 will be the exact location along the longitudinal 
dimensional extent of the membrane 42 and 36 at which 
they are contacted by the sealing surfaces 18 and 21, 
respectivley, as opposed to their resulting in any differ 
ence in the sequence of operation, the functions to be 
performed, and the results to be achieved. 

It will now be understood that a closure device or ap 
paratus constructed in accordance with the present in 
vention, such as the cap 10, comprises an integral sealing 
assembly that is so constructed and arranged as to pre 
sent a plurality ‘of sealing surfaces, namely, the mem 
branes 36 and 42, particularly adapted to be sequentially 
disposed in a ?rm abutting or sealing mutually cooper 
atively engageable relationship with respect to a cor 
respondingplurality of sealing surfaces presented by the 
container, namely, the surfaces .18 and 20, enabling the 
closure apparatus to present an unusually e?icient seal 
with a container, such as the container 12, over a substan 
tially inde?nite period of time, irrespective of the number 
of operational cycles, that is, the number of times the 
closure apparatus has been removed from operative asso 
ciation with the container, enabling the discharge of the 
contents thereof, and replaced in operative association 
therewith to preclude inadvertent and premature dis 
charge of the remainder of the aforesaid contents. 

Moreover, the sequential introduction of a plurality 
of seals, or, what may be considered, in effect, a double 
seal, enables the presentation of the groove 46 for trap 
ping vapors. Thus, any remaining vapors after the 
aforesaid one or ?rst seal is effected will enter this groove 
and be trapped therein. Accordingly, when torque is ap 
plied to the cap 10 in another of the aforesaid plurality of 
directions to remove it from its threaded structural op~ 
erative association with the neck 14 of the container, the 
aforesaid second or other seal will?rst be broken, en 
abling a gradual escape of such vapors, and a substantial, 
if not complete, elimination ‘of an “explosion,” partic 
ularly when the container 12 has been ?lled with a car 
bonated liquid. 
With reference now to FIGURE 4, wherein like refer 

ence characters indicate like parts, but wherein the refer 
ence characters are primed, there is illustrated therein 
another embodiment of a closure apparatus construc 
ted in accordance with the present invention, generally 
designated by the reference character 10'. 
The closure apparatus or cap 10’ may be fabricated 

of the same material as the cap 10, namely, a thermo 
plastic material, such as polypropylene, or may be fabri 
cated of any other suitable material, such as metal. In 
addition, it may be desired that decorative indicia be ap 
plied to the cap. This can be accomplished when the cap 
is fabricated as a single integral component, as is the cap 
10. However, under certain circumstances, it may be de 
sired to fabricate the cap of a plurality of component 
parts. 
To this end, the cap 10' comprises, in addition to the 

ledge 38', a completely annular mounting ledge 48. The 
ledge 48 is integrally structurally operatively associated 
with the skirt 24' and with the membrane 36’, and is dis 
posed in overlaying relationship with respect to the ledge 
38'. Additionally, the ledge 48 extends generally radially 
inwardly from the inner wall 30' of the skirt, enabling a 
disk 50, fabricated of any suitable material, and in any 
suitable manner, to be positioned thereupon. It is this 
disk that is particularly adapted to have any suitable 
and desired decorative indicia applied therto. It is, of 
course, necessary that the disk be maintained in this 
position and precluded from inadvertent removal from 
the cap, and, to this end, the disk my be so constructed and 
arranged as to provide a friction ?t with the skirt, or the 
latter may be provided with an integral generally com 
pletely annular radially inwardly extending lip 52. In 
‘other respects, the cap 10' is substantially similar to the 
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cap 10, and, therefore, the operation of each, as herein 
be'fore set forth, is substantially the same. 
With reference now to FIGURE 5, wherein like parts 

are indicated by like reference ‘characters, but wherein the 
reference characters are double-primed, there is illustrated 
therein yet another embodiment of a closure apparatus 
constructed in accordance with the principles of the pres 
ent invention, generally designated by the reference char 
acter 10." . 

The closure apparatus or cap 10" is substantially similar 
to the cap 10 in all respects, and, therefore, the operation 
of each, as hereinbefore set forth, is generally the same. 
However, if it is desired to apply decorative indicia other 
than directly to the cap, and it is not desired to invoke 
the use of the disk 50, then it is within the ambit of the 
present invention to provide the cap 10" with a com 
pletely annular enclosure 54. The enclosure may be 
fabricated of any suitable material, ‘and in any suitable 
manner, and comprises a skirt 56 and a roof or ceiling 58. 
The enclosure may be substantially ?xedly structurally 
operatively associated with the skirt 24” of the cap 10” 
in any suitable manner, as by means of press-?tting, 
staking, and the like. It is conceivable that the enclosure 
54 desirably be removable with respect to the cap, and, 
therefore, the means by which it is structurally operatively 
associated therewith should be chosen accordingly. 
With reference now to FIGURE 6, wherein like parts 

are indicated by like reference characters, but wherein 
the reference characters are primed thrice over, there is 
illustrated therein a further embodiment of closure ap 
paratus constructed in accordance with the principles of 
the present invention, generally designated by the reference 
character 10"’. 
The closure apparatus or cap 10"’ is generally similar 

in substantially all respects as the cap 10, and, therefore, 
the operation Otf each is the same. However, as herein 
before pointed out, manufacturing tolerances of con 
tainers, such as the container 12, will vary widely, depend 
ing, of course, upon the manufacturing process and the 
material from which it is fabricated. This is particularly 
true with respect to the outer diametral extent of the neck 
14, and especially the sealing surface 20 thereof. Ac 
cordingly, it is within the ambit of the present invention 
that the membrane 36” be so constructed and arranged 
as to present a wedge-shaped con?guration as by tapering 
the lower surface 60 thereof generally radially inwardly 
and vertically upwardly towards the location at which 
it is integrally structurally operatively associated with the . 
membrane 42"’. The wedge-shaped or tapered con?gura 
tion of this membrane will enable it to be particularly 
adapted to compensate for and accommodate substan 
tially any variation in the diametral dimension of the 
outer wall of the neck 14 of the container, and particularly 
in the area of the sealing surface 20 thereof. ‘The opera 
tion of the cap 10"’ remains substantially the same as the 
cap 10, however, as pointed out above. 

Certain terminology pertaining to direction has been 
used in the foregoing description in a relative sense. 
For example, such terminology as “upper,” “lower,” 
“vertical,” “horizontal,” and the like, has been used. 
This terminology is intended in its normal and accepted 
sense, and to facilitate an understanding of the present 
invention. Accordingly, as used in the foregoing descrip 
tion, and if and when used in the ensuing claims, such 
terminology is to be interpreted, construed, and given the 
broadest possible construction, and is not in any way 
to be considered limiting. 
While the invention has been shown, illustrated, de 

scribed and disclosed in terms of an embodiment or 
modi?cation which it has assumed in practice, the scope 
of the invention should not be deemed to be limited by 
the precise embodiment or modi?cations herein shown, 
illustrated, described or disclosed, such other embodi 
ments or modi?cations intended to be reserved especially 
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as they fall within the scope of the claims here appended. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In combination with a container comprising a neck 

having a plurality of radially spaced sealing surfaces, 
and de?ning a mouth for providing ingress thereto and 
egress therefrom, the improvement comprising closure 
apparatus removably engaged with the neck of said con 
tainer for enclosing said mouth, and comprising a sealing 
assembly having a plurality of ?exible membranes con 
nected to one another; said membranes, in said position 
in which the closure assembly is removably engaged with 
said neck, being disposed in a stressed position in which 
one of said membranes ?rmly sealingly engages one of 
said sealing surfaces, and an other of said membranes 
sequentially ?rmly sealingly engages an other of said seal 
ing surfaces; said membranes, in their stressed position of 
?rm sealing engagement with said sealing surfaces, de 
?ning a groove of generally triangular con?guration; 
said membranes having an unstressed position in which 
said other membrane is disposed in a generally horizontal 
plane, and said one membrane is disposed in a plane 
extending an'gularly and downwardly from said horizontal 
plane; said membranes de?ning an obtuse angle there 
between when disposed in said unstressed position, en 
abling said one membrane to sealingly engage said one 
sealing surface, and said surface to apply a force to said 
membrane to translate the membrane to its said stressed 
position of ?rm sealing engagement with said sealing 
surface when the closure is removably engaged with the 
neck, and further enabling said one membrane to trans 
late said other membrane to its said stressed position in 
which it is sequentially disposed in ?rm sealing engage 
ment with said other sealing surface. 

2. Closure apparatus as de?ned in claim 1, wherein: 
said closure apparatus is fabricated of a thermoplastic 

material. 
3. Closure apparatus comprising, in combination: a 

plurality of radially spaced sealing surfaces; a skirt; and 
a sealing assembly removably engaged with said sealing 
surfaces, and comprising a plurality of ?exible membranes 
connected to one another; said membranes being disposed 
in a stressed position ‘in which one of said membranes 
?rmly sealingly engages one of said sealing surfaces, and 
an other of said membranes sequentially ?rmly sealingly 
engages an other of said sealing surfaces; said membranes, 
in their stressed position of ?rm sealing engagement with 
said sealing surfaces, ‘de?ning a groove of generally trian 
gular con?guration; said membranes having an unstressed 
position in which said other membrane is ‘disposed in a 
generally horizontal plane, and said one membrane is dis 
posed in a plane extending angularly and downwardly 
from said horizontal plane; said membranes de?ning \an 
obtuse angle 'therebetween when disposed in said unstres 
sed position, enabling said one membrane to sealingly 
engage said one sealing surface, and said surface to apply 
a force to said membrane to translate the membrane to its 
said stressed position of ?rm sealing engagement with said 
sealing surface when the sealing assembly is removably 
engaged with said sealing surfaces, and further enabling 
said one membrane to translate said other membrane to 
its said stressed position in which it is sequentially dis 
posed in ?rm sealing engagement with said other sealing 
surface. 

4. Closure apparatus as de?ned in claim 3, wherein: 
said other membrane is connected with said skirt; 
said one membrane is disposed generally radially in 

wardly relative to said other membrane. 
5. Closure apparatus as de?ned in claim 4, wherein: 
said closure apparatus is fabricated from a thermo 

plastic material having the same general character 
istics as polypropylene. 

6. Closure apparatus as de?ned .in claim 5, wherein: 
said closure apparatus comprises further: 
a disk ?xedly structurally operatively associated with 

said skirt; 
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said disk being particularly adapted to have decorative 
indicia applied thereto. 

7. Closure apparatus as de?ned in claim 5, wherein 
there is provided: 
an enclosure particularly adapted to substantially com 

pletely enclose and be disposed about said closure 
apparatus; 

said enclosure being particularly adapted to have deco 
native indicia applied thereto. 

8. Closure apparatus as de?ned in claim 5, wherein: 
said other membrane is so constructed and arranged 

as to present a wedge-shaped con?guration; 
enabling said other membrane to compensate for and 

accommodate variations in manufacturing tolerances 
of a container particularly at the outer radial portion 
of a neck thereof. 

9. A container for dispensing material comprising, in 
combination, a neck having a plurality of radially disposed 
sealing surfaces, and de?ning a mouth for providing in 
gress to and egress from said container; closure apparatus 
removably engaged with the neck of said container for en 
closing said mouth, and comprising a sealing assembly 
having a plurality of ?exible membranes connected to one 
another; said membranes, in said position in which the 
closure assembly is removably engaged with said neck, 
being disposed in a stressed position in which one of said 
membranes ?rmly sealingly engages one of said sealing 
surfaces, and an other of said membranes sequentially 
?rmly sealingly engages an other of said sealing surfaces; 
said membranes, in their stressed position of ?rm sealing 
engagement with said sealing surfaces, de?ning a groove 
of generally triangular con?guration; said membranes 
having an unstressed position in which said other mem 
brane is disposed in a generally horizontal plane, and said 
one membrane is disposed in a plane extending angularly 
and downwardly from said horizontal plane; said mem 
branes de?ning van obtuse angle therebetween when dis 
posed in said unstressed position, enabling said one mem 
brane to sealingly engage said one sealing surface, and 
said surface to apply a force to said membrane to translate 
the membrane to its said stressed position of ?rm sealing 
engagement with said sealing surface when the closure is 
removably engaged with the neck, and further enabling 
said one membrane to tnanslate said other membrane to 
its said stressed position in which it is sequentially dis 
posed in ?rm sealing engagement with said other sealing 
surface. 

10. A container as de?ned in claim 9, wherein: 
said closure apparatus comprises: 
a skirt; and wherein: 
said other membrane is connected with said skirt; 
said one membrane is disposed generally radially in 

wardly relative to said other membrane. 
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11. A container as de?ned in claim 10, wherein: 
the neck of said container de?nes: 

a generally planar completely annular surface. 
12. A container as de?ned in claim 11, wherein: 
said closure apparatus is fabricated from -a thermo 

plastic material having the same general character 
istics as polypropylene. 

13. A container as de?ned in claim 12, wherein: 
said closure apparatus comprises further: 
a skirt; and 
a disk ?xedly structurally operatively associated with 

said skirt; 
said disk being particularly adapted to have decorative - 

indicia applied thereto. 
14. A container as de?ned in claim 12, wherein there 
provided: 
an enclosure particularly enclosing said closure ap 

paratus; 
said enclosure being particularly adapted to have deco 

rative indicia applied thereto. 
15. A container as de?ned in claim 12, wherein: 
said other membrane is so constructed and arranged as 

to present a wedge-shaped con?guration; 
enabling said other membrane to compensate for and 
accommodate variations in manufacturing tolerances 
of said container particularly at the outer radial por 
tion of the neck thereof. 
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